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Abstract

Although the large Governnient supported Machine Translation (MT).

15rojects came to an end in the middlerSixties,, it was by no tneans

the case thk all M'1 research stopped at that time. Some large projects

4

continued in Universities (particularly in Canada), and some smalL commercial

companies continued with the n}ethods' of the first geneation, but using larger

` and faster comput9rs. The results of their persistence have appeared

only in the last few years. Moreover, research workers in Artificial

Ickteiliegnce (AI) turned their attention to understanding natural language
/ !ti

in some cases, to concrete problems of MT that required the .manipulation

t,v
'of meaning and of real world informaticrifor their solution.

These 141:er three approaches are all alive and weal at the moment,

and the paper discusses their abilities to cope with the difficult probleps

of MT'that were left unsolved by the first generatiolapproarhes. The

bulk of the paper .crgues that for'the long term4uture,, the AI approach

has the best chance, olssimulating the cominynicatiVe abilities that will

be required for realistic and general MT,N.and proceeds to giiie some

account of how large scale knowledge structures might begin to cope with

one of the clagsic proVems of MT: that of metaphor, or "semantic

boundary breaking".

r. e)
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Introduction-7.-,----
C

4 .
' . There is an a,ncient Chinese curse that dooms Tecipients to.live

;
in an interesting agi, and by those standards Machine Translation (MT)

workers are at present hay.ing.a. -bad time. The reason things are interesting

at the moment is that there is a number-of conflicting Claims in the air

about how to do MT, and hether it cam, or indeed has already, been done.

Such a situation is unstable, and we may confidently expect some kind of

outcome -- always cheering for the empiricist - - -in the near future.

_What has happened is threefold. First, the."brute force" methods .

for MT, that were thought to have been brought to an etcd by the ALPAC (1966)

Report have surfaced again, like some Coelacanth from the deep, ,,long
I

believed extinct. Such system§'are now being sold under such trade names

as LOGOS, XYZYX', SMART anerSYSTRAp; and the last, and best known,

is now undergoing extensive testing in Paris. (Etat 149765 andLuxembourg.

. Secondly, some large-scale, more theoreotically based, MT projects..

continbed---usually based in Universitiesand pre now being tested in use,

sometimessometimes on a scale smaller than that originally envisaged. METEO,

for example, in Montreal (Chandioux, 1976), which was to have -translated

official doctimuments from English to French, is now in use for the translation

o1 the more limited world of TV Weather reports.

4 '

1

Thirdly, workers in natural-language in the field known as Artificial

Intelligence (AI) have begun to makedistinctclaiins about the heed for theix_

approach if there js to be general and 'high quality Mt (Wilks., 1973; Charnlak,

4



1973;. ,Schank, 1,975). Small pilot systems illistrating their claims have

been-programmed,, but their role in conterripo ary discussion is mainly of

a theoretical nature.

4

However, these are not merely thtee complementary'approaphes,

foi\they seem to be making differenrclai ns, and, unless we take the easy
I

way out and, simply, define some level of 4tT appropriate to each of theN.

enierprises it seems they carrot all be right; and that we may hope for

some resdlution before too long.
Vr

1

What 1 shall,do in this brief paper it to sketch the recent background

£rom the.AI point of yiev, and then outril very briefly a development within

the overall Al approach that should have ome blearing on the possibility of

high quality MT.

Some background notes

14ks the title hints and the introduction sets out, we now have, in my6

-view, four generations of MT research: the original efforts of 1957-65 plus-
the three-types of project now surviving, and indeed competing. eikey

to their relation can be found in thdlr different responses to-Bar-Billet:Os

critique of MT,
6

essential point:

-t,
which he updated at -intervals, but which came dow&to one

MT is/not only practically but theoretically, impoasible.

,

"Expert human translators use their background knowledge, mostly.

subcdnsciouslY, in-order to resolve sytactictal and sem ambiguities

which maehep will either have to leave unresolved, on resolve by some

-4.
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"mechanical&' rule which wilt even so often' result in a iivrort translation.'

ft he perhaps simplest lliustration:of a syntactical ambiguity which Is unresolvable'

by a machine except by arhitraryor ad hoc rules is provided by a sentence,

say slow neutrons and protons.... ", have no difficulty in resolving

the ambiguity through utilization of his background knowledge, no counterpart

of which could possible stand at the disposal of qomputers. " (Bar Hillel, 1962).

The immediate contest of Bar Hillelis argument was the perfortmance
. ,

of early syntax analysers which, according to legend, were capable Of producing

upwards to of tcrrparsings of sentences like "Time flies like an, arrow", where,

with respect to standard dictionary information, any of the first three words

'could be taken as a possible verb.

The standard reaction to such syntactic results was tolrgue that

this simply showed the need for linguisiic semantics, so as to reduce the

"readings" in such cases to the appropriate one. Bar Billet's addition IO

this was to argde that it was not a matter of semantic additions at all but

'Fs
of the, for him unformalizable, world of huian knoWledge.

It is interesting to notice thaNhe reactions of Bar Hille,1 and AI

workers like Minskypiere,in part the same: (Minsky, 1968)argted that

MT clearly required*, formalization of human knowledge fora sysiern
.

.

that could be saicHo understand/ or as Bar Halel reviewed the situation

Ai 1971 (lehmann & St4howitz, 1971, p.73),

"It is now almost generally agredsipon that high-quality MT is

pessible only when the text to tetranslated has been understood; in ii
s.. .

approi,,iate sense, by the translating mechanism". 6'
.1



What Minsky and Bap-Ralel disagreed about,,of course, was what
f,

*-followed: 'par-1{111a thOught that the impossibility df MT followed, whereas

Minsky believed that the, task had now been defined: and the job of AI was to

get on' with it. L

4

The contrast'is clear between these 40 and the views of linguists:
-

Chomsky's generative theories are also, in a clear sense,' a reaction to the

failure of early MT, in that they state with.great force the case for a solid

theory of\natural languages as a Precondition for any 'advance with machines

and language. Fodor.& Katz's sernantic4, adjoined to a genera4ve grammar,

represent, as it were, the linguistic analogue to those who thought that

semantic) information would resolve the mutliple parsings of the notorious

"Time flies like ati alrrow". Later linguists broke from the Chomskyan

paradigm by arguing that Fodor 8 Kates'rigid exclusion of human knowledge

froma linguistic system was inadequate, and that many forms of pragmatic

'knowledge would be required in a full linguistic system. Lehmann -

"$tachowilz'(1971) contains contributions along these lines from,Ross and

Fillmore, specifically in relation to MT.

).
The attempt by AT research to respon to Bar-Ilillel's challenge

is of a different sort. ,It is an'attempt not only to admit ab initio the need

for "knowledge-structures" in an uncler.5 ing system, lotit also to for'm'ulate

theories'and systems containing processes for the manipulation of that
,

knowledge. 'Processes" here isnot to be taken to mean merely programming
q

a computer to carry 3111 a task, for many AI systems of interest have either
t-,

not been progran'imed at all or Made to do only partial demonstrations. -The
1 .

Ot.

44,
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word 'process" means that a theory of understanding should be stated -in

..,
,

as symbol processing manner, one in which most linguistic theories are

7 not4nfermation processing. This is a contentiotts position, in that generative

.grammar has been in some sense a description of a procestOsince the-earliest

descriptions of transformational theory. The AI case is that it never quite

comps up to scratch in processing, terms. The nature of-this dispute can

be seen fro?n Such work as (Bresnan 1976) where an attempt is made to
110.

present transformational grammar at the highest level in an unfamiliar

(to linguists) and process-orientated manner.

The METED system represents what one might c41 the linguistic

tradition in MT works: with claim that an MT system based on a litiguistic

theory is sufficiesht, and that whatever knowledge is required for MT can

be astimilate'd to the structure of a grammar -based system with a semantic

component.

The work of Ijoss and Fiflmore referred to (as well by LakOff and

McCawley among others) represents a breakdown of the paradigm that has

doinated linguistics since 1957, and in their search for more general

notions of process to express knowledge computations it is no longer clear

that anything fundamental sepa'rates them from what we have here called,

the AI approach to MT.

7.

The additivial contrast. With the resurrected "brute force" methods',

should now be clearer. These approaches have in essence ignored the challenge

of Bar-141161 as well as the earlier one from linguiStics for a theoretically

8
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motivated syntax sad semantics. The assumption behind work like SY5TRAN
. /

is that the main fault of.the early'MT period was inadequate machines 'and"

software, not theory. The. striking demqnstrations* givenf that system

are not yet conclusive, and detailed descriptions of its methods are not
4 .

.

available.beeattse of understandable commercial considerations, but there

. -
can be no doubt that it does pose a considerable challenge to both linguists

. , a

and Al theoreists, who claim, 1n their different ways that some higher
0 . .

level thedry is essential for MT.
-01

.

.
c What thenfan AI theory?

/ .

N\>
- Apart from their common emphasis on knowledge structures and

../ .
process form, AI theories can onlybe ilinstrated by example, since theyA .

differ so much among themselves on a wide range of issues (see Wilks, 1976c).
4 4

` 8.

5.

tat

Moreover, MT is not usually the iMplekientation environnfent of a typical Al
4

program .(though see Wilks, 1973; 1975) Which is normally dialogue, question -
1

answering or paraphrase. But no issue of principle arises here, especially

if one accepts Steiner's (1975) claim that every act of understanding Is, in

essence, one of translation. p

Winograd's well-known {grogram (1972) was perhaps the first Al

language understander not directed to what, one could call the classit residual
4

problems of MT: word sense ambiguity, pronoun reprence ambiguity etc.

, He was concerned to show the role of knowledge of a microworld'of blocks

as a tool' for,resolving syntactic ambiguities in input to dialogue system.

I * One at the University of Zurich, Ire Swiss acedemics and military
-on 12th June 1975 successfully translated 30,000 of unknown text.

I

ti

1
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So, for example; when Us system saw the sentence 'Parthe pyramid on

the block 1f tile box", t.would immediately resolve th surface syntactic

ambiguity of dirt comm.-and according to wheth s a block either

under a pyramid or already in the box in the blocks scene that it understood.

More typical of an implicit response to Irr. problems were the

systems of Schank, 1975a; Charniak, 1973; and Wilks, 1975, which, in

their different ways, were concerned wittl the semantic repre'sentations,

4-/' real world knowledge and inference rules needed to understand various

aspects of every-day story-like sentences, and to produce deep representations

for them, from which translations in anothertanguage could in principle
$

. be produced.

-.In the last few years the paradigm in AI and lakuage understandin5,

has itself shifted, largely in response to an argument ch Minsky'S (1675)

that more complex knowledge structures were required than had been
, -

°. contained in any of the systems- mentioned so far. He called these more

complex structates'frames, at argued that without the more specific

knowledge of concepts that they expressed, laluage understanding, would

not be possible.

N

So far, as in (Schank, 197'514i, Charniak, 1975) frames have been

taken to be representations of stereotypical situations, such as the normal

seque.nce of events in shopping in a supermarket. fie argues that we can

easily constructAries that will not be understood without such knowledge:

'04
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"John put some bacon in the basket in the supermarket,: but then slipped,

.

,a bar of chocolate' faffthe khelf and into his pocket.- Wheri'lle got to the

checkout his face went red and he said ,I didn't mean to take it: " He might

argue thit one cannot refer the "it" correctly in that sentence, and so
r: 7.4reGi.

.understand it or translate it' into a suitably gene er-dered language,

k
A without the sequential knowledge of what is and is not normal'in a supermarket.

There is still some unclarity ut what precisely are the claims implied
.

by the use of such frames (see Wilks, 1977b), but there is no doubt that they

do represent a real form of janguage-related knowledge and can be seen

as a new attempt,to tackle the old MT problem of4pic. So, for example,

Schank hasa program for using restauraneframes such that when it sees,

say, the word "order" it will know that i is the word "order food", because

1
.

is encountered in aaestaurant frames, 'and not the inure general "crcler
,

'an object". '
. )

Schank has also gupervisedthe construction of a program that

reads stories ipto a frame format and then translates-out the whole frame

(including the, stereotypical parts net actually mentioned in the original

story) In a number of different languages.

In what remains of this paper I would like to sketch a proposal for

the relevanCe of a rather different type of frame to MVO a static and not
.'s1J

a dynamic frame to do with normal sequericesof Ctions. It is directed
,.-

towards another intractable problem of MT: of what t,o' do When the input
IN,

does not fit our semantic expectations. v I will:now tun n to t and then

finally make some remarks about how far such AI propcf als nay Vice us
;

iri MT even when they eventually .ior1:95prograrns.

10.
A
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M 'eaning lxmlaries reir
.

The 'remainder ()rifle Itctches hbw one might deal with exlensigna of
j .

wordsense It natural hinderstanding system (NLUS): that is to say,
,

r

normal uttNances *a.tkreatt,lareatssigne4Lselection, -or preference", gestrietions.1 ilk

-0) *f .

The proposalsheie extend the knowledge representatidh of the preference ernanties

'NLUS-(WilkS 1968, '1973, '1975) with pseudo-texts (Fry which are frame structures
/a - / I

in the sense of (Minsky 1975), but which also consistent with the general

assumptions of this NLUS.

. 440

It is essential to see that ditinded use, in the sense of preerence-iriolating
711,

use is the norm in ordinary languate use, end so 'cennot be re"Tcgated in an NLUS

to so.rne special realm of treatment, as "performance" is in generative linguistics,

nor neglected in a gene?ai consideration of MT. The following sentence is cho'se'n,

I promise you, at random fromthe front page'of'a daily newdpapei: {The Times

5-2-76):

(1) Mr. Wilson said that the line taken by the Shadow C4nnet, that a Asseraly

'
should be given no cxe.rutive bowers Would lead to the break-up of the

United Kingdom.

4

The sentence presents no understanding problems whatever to an informed
.0 .

.rcadcr, yet each of the four underl-incd entities violates the normal preference
. .

,

. ,, ...

restrictions of an associated verb: lines, for example, would violate the normal

7

,

P4

physical object restriction On "take", and so on.

12

,

4
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The process tote described in this:aper is called projection: We shall show

.

.. . ;

how sense descriptionsfor wots can be rewritten, 'iepreferellCO-ViOlating texts
. ,(as in ), with the aid of the specific knowledge in PTs: part of the PT will be,

11, ,

projected into the, sense description for,a word. So, for example, 'in ( 1 )1some

detailed Olitic%).knowledge in a PT for "United Kingdorii" Could show that a breaking

of that entity could be caused, abd wewould then replace the sense description-. /of "lead to" by one e4uivalentto "cause", thus overcoming_

in. "lead to the break -up" and providing a more appitoriate

nce violation

ption:ot

"lead to" for apalysisof the rest of this text.-

'

-
Brief recap of jyefefence semantics

-In previous papers I have described an NL'U in which rules operate on semantic

word -sense descriptions to build up text deserrons. The rules that insert sense

descriptions into tot descriptions Are what 1 have\called "preferential": they ,

seek preferred entities, but will accept the less preferred ifnecessary. A sense

description.for the action "drink" might be the formula:

1

This is a forma

fig. 1 1.

1

ture of semantic primitives expr ssing the meaning. of the.

action (see King and Wilks r977): that drinking is a CAUSing tO- MOVE, preferably

done by an:ANImate SUBJect (=agent)..aad to a liquid (FLOW STUFF), TO a particular

1

lb

4
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'0

A SE.IANTIC FORICZA. FOR THE ACTION OF DRIr.KING.

,beer3
f

THE ACTION PORPTULA FOR DRINKING' INpTALLED AT '.VHE (a.,-NrrRAL) ACTION NOD
OF A Sly ANTIC TEYTLATE OF FORi.KILAS FOR "John drir.ks beer".

figure 1

14'
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ANimate aperture (THRU PART), and INto the SELF (tithe animate agent). For

short we wIllswrite (2) as (drink,), The text structures in the system are semantic

templates (together with semantic ties between them): a template is a network

of formulas, containing at least an agent, action and object formula. Thus the

template for "The adder drinks water'_' will be written the-I-adder drinks water

, for short Where the whole of (2) is in fact at the central (action) node.

;';The Process of 'setting up the templates allows the formulas to compete to

fill nodes in templates. Thus the formula for the (snake-)adder goes to the agent

node in the template above in preference to the (machine-}adder because (2 )

specifics, by (*ANI SUBJ), that it prefers to be accompanied in a template ban

animate agent formula., However, in the sentence:

(3) Mycar drinks gasoline

the available formula for the first template node, namely ( car , is not for an

animate entity, yet it is accepted because there is no competitor for the-position.

THE PURPOSE OF THIS PAPER IS TO SKETCH HOW THE SYSTEM MIGHT NOT

MERELY ACCEPT SUCH A PREFERENCE-VIOLATING STRUCTURE FOR (3)

BUT MIGHT 71ISOINTERPRET IT.

An importantlater process is called extraction: -template-like structures

are inferred and added to the text representation even though they match nothing

#
.in the, surface' text. They are "deeper" inferences from the case structure& of

formulas in some actual template whetg, the case primitives are those under-

lined in (4 Thus, to the template for (3), we would add arextraction (in double

vp,

15

Oa
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14.

aq'uare par.enthese4-in abbreviated form):

(4) II gasoline in ear 11

which is an inferencq extracted frOM the Containment subformula of (2), (SELF IN).

Analogous extractions could be made for each case prima/ye in each formula in

the template for (3).

Since the prottammed version,pf the system, reported iv (Wilics 1975) a-- e" d

structural change (Wilks 19764) hatallowed a wider, and morespecific,form of
,r> 6

expression in formulas by allo4ing thesaurus items, as wdll as primitives, to

function in them. No problems are introduced b doing this, provided that the

thesaurus items arc also the Iselves words in the 'dictionary, and so have their

fgrmulas defined elsewhere in their turn. One advantage of this extension is to

impose a thesaurus structure on the whole vocabulary, and so render its semantic

expression more consistent;

S

A thesaurus, like Roget is simply anprganisation of a vocabulary into semi-
.

synonymousrows, which are themselveAclassifieclhicrarchically .under heads,

and even me generally, sect orig. Thus ,under somd very, general section name

MOVE (=motion) we would find 11 , two of which might be -4 engine and v;.vehicle.

The former might be the nami of a row of ktual types of engine:
,/

(5) *525 engine: turbin'e, internal combustion, steam, ....ern
, .1. i

where the number simply indicates the sevence position of v`, engine in the thesaurus.
4

It is no accident that the most general section -names like MOVE can be identifiltd

with the Semantic primitives of the present system.

nit

4

a.



15.

Tke organisation is imposed by requiing inclusion relations, between the

formulas for word senses,torresponding to the thesaurus' relations of the words. /

Thus, all the words in the row ,(5)wouid have a common subpart to their formulas,

and that common subpart would be the dictionary formai/a for "engine", probably

expressing in primitives no more than "a' thing used by humans to perform some

. task, and self-moving in some way". If now thesaurus items can be insetted

in formulas we may expect a formula for "car" at leaSt as--speific as: ,4,,s

(6)

2

Language hotindaTies

r

J
It

/

Let us return to warnples like (3) for which the systerniconstructs a template

even though it contain:: a violated prefei once, and ask what should an intelligent

s'ystern infer in such a situation?* I.would suggest that cal s, can be -said to 'drink
,-. . .. .

.- /
, .

In virtue -of something might already know about them, namely th.i. they
1 .

have a fluid (gas/petrol) injected into thcrri,\ and they use that in-order.to rwt.

Th'at is to say, the orogram should have acce645 to a ssufficiently rich knowledge

structure to express thojact that cars stand in a relation to aparicular fluid,

a relation that is of the ':same semantic structure" as the relation which a

drinker normally standS to the thing drunk. All that mu sound obvious, but now

'* The s,,1:em already deals,vvith certain preference violations. such as those
constituting the creative case paradigm ("The 'hammer broke the sindow"c
see Wilks 197Gb) and certain ,ex'amples Like "Joh got a shock ", a class (eentral

to Itiesbeck's thesis (sce Schank (ed. ) 1974, 17.

3

4
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A SE:A:TIC FORULA FCH "car".

a

GULL). ( ry,:s; us,E. ) ( THING )

A

)(s ELF :0 7E)

(.siziz-, USE )

I

fiin-ie 2
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. . 16.
. . ..
S.,.

else are ;Nla to account for the naturalness of (), but the relative unnaturalness

(anduninterpretability) of "My car chews gasoline ", and, the 'mote distant,

car carves the Sunday roast". One upshot of these proposals is to distinguish
. ,

,

-.plausible (with respect to a'knowledg referqnce violation frofrithe

,

implausible.**

r
t .11

The procedural upshot Of the above..w.Quld he to replace at leasttne fqrmula

k . .

:Lin the te'mplato for (3.) with %nothori either constructed by rule*_**4or drtiwri from
,. , ,f, . -

. 'i . ,

the kn Alcdge structure itself, to be called,a,ps, iidottext (PT): Le/ us now'postulatp
, .-\,, :',.

I-

. - - ,
that "car" points [la only to-(B), 1,.e. I ea11 b'ut -that '1,Ca.r ,r,i5ntutp points to;',

4 4 r , > .7."

. 1

4.-

'S/ I

:

.0

'

-

fig:. 3
' (;.

"

t . , This structure IS calltd a pseitdo-textb&auSe it is Of dust the sarneform. at

"I
.

.

'as the tc:t. renrcseptations roclueecl,Vithe presvnt NI.,1.;:. It can be'extended to 4,

, - . ,-- l ', -F l
.... .

_ . c - .

taste to express as muchspecific Information.'bout cars as is thought appropriate -
. %

.: ,, li.
given tiro-lo- parser for the press NLUS, it could even be 'via as a real

.
text,abott ' t

:- .5

s

I

*, * An important aspect of the interpretation of (3) is idiomatic, namely that the car

usosta lot of gas/petrol. This aspect, of the meaning is beyond this, cir ; suspect

any, general Intel ence procedure.

. . ,

***In a fuller version of this paper Milks, 1977) 1 desi.A-14 the reytiuri of this\, . ,

work fit attempt,,, ,,In ;.s (Givon 19(;7), to give general rules for projection:

rules operating on the dict;oriarrand independent of contexts'oluse 19

4
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PART OF A 9SEUDO-'IEXT-FOR "car".
.

((I WO . ti..irject @liquid la huran injects a liquid
s ,

IM s
:)* (USE) fetube 3 using. a tube

@liquid (II:). * 3 liquid ,is in the car;
IC er.6ine (USE) @liquid 3 the :CenE;ir.e us4 the liquid

(1...:(;,::::,)

t* IN ):-.A:i ) (ForE)

)
'CU* IIIMPiti);2t1;.r7eD

INST.,.r,_(1,^tN) (USE)

1-,(- ______,... ,(TC)-

n
CAUSE

j the cVlr'ees.
ft +,

the human in the car 'neves

211 eel the htz-ian turns the wheel

3 the hunar.--fzs'es a selfarS.

;%1Cf:SX'/r.E.rpol.:r.r3 the Car roves to a new spatial
pci

ard so

14P

ffigure 3
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cars. ilhe representatiOn consists of the templates (explained loosely at the' right),

together with the (self-cxplanatoryy.casc and cause tics between them.. In the

templates, (-1 dummy and * denotes' the fotmula( car J ihat points to this objet (7).

The'4 prefixed iteMs.are thesaurus items, though ¶'IC engine" is sim ply a specific

dictionary word pointing to its own formula - specificity is thus a,matter of taste.

. .

4 ..
So, for example,

.
the t1-44saurus head liquid could be replaced by the more explicit

"gasoline Items in roUild parentheses remain .in primitive form. It will be

clear that the same information can be expressed in a number of different ways,

and at different levels of Oherality; though thr spirit of (Minsky 1975) suggests

that they should 1.#e as specific as possible. The intention there is thelHE

PROCESSESTHAT 0PERATE ON SUCH ENTITIES AS (7) SHALI:BE,IDENTICAL

WITH THOSE THAT MANIPULATE REPRESENTATIONS DERIVED rRoja INPUT
lit

TEXTS: The approacn is fiLa., toe reverse of the conventional one: we seek to

. assimilate knowledge structures to text structures, rather than the reverse, on the

grounds thaVthe iopresentation of language is the difficul task, and thiit the-,

representation of knoN,lede as such, makes no sense _apart from that.

17.

I.

so

1r

We should note,too, that just as the thesaurus structure imposes a containment

relation on the forniu. las 'of co-row-member words, so it alao imposes a hierarchical
A

relationshinlon PTs: that for vehicle,-Yor exOrrible, will be a less specific version

C

of (7), Further up thee thesaurus \voukl be PTs for hig,b-level sections: that for

MAN would be highly complex, for example. But note there is no "inheritance of

property" problem in this system: the formula for "amputee" would have head

MAN and would specify the loss of limbs. Any inherited pseudo-text from MAN -

asserting "two legs " 7 would be.modifiecl by (amputee I ,

21
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The system now uses (7) to make a projection, ,so as to derive an interpretation

for (4), by*seeking, in (7) templates matching the source template [my+car drinks

gasoline : namely the first and fourth likfies'of.(7). The first match is in virtue

'of the similarity of [drink J and `(.inject J - based on the expression in primitives,, . .

as in (2), of causing,.a liquid to be in an entity of the same type as the agent, This ,

wo uld allow us to confirm by projection, "humanness of the drinker", that

has already been noted by earlier extraction* routines,' extracting out from the

drink formula (2) independently of the PT (7). Howe,Ter, no projection is made
-0

at this stage onto [car}, (though it might be later in the face of a+ sentence alter

(4) like His thirst is never slaked", that confirms the humanness projection)

because in the case,of violations of the preferences of actions, like "drink" in

(4), the system ALWAYS PREFERS TO MAKE A PROJECTION ONTO THE ACTION

ITSELF IF IT CAN. The strong match detected is between the above template for

(3) and the fourth line of (7) in virtue of the containment of Ftenginej in [car 1,

and by I iliquid I of [gasoline J , which is evident in the formulas theinselves.

This rbsults in the projection of the action node of the fourth lthe of (7), namely

use , onto I drink J in the template for (3). This *piojectiOn is taken to be

strongly confirmed by'the match with the first line of (7), and is considered to

carry Over more sense than any alternative projection. The confirmation (of the

match of the fourth line of (7) by the first line) is eessary here, because

my+carileaks gasoline J would also match the fo line, but no such projection

would be appropriate. Conversely, no projection could b5made for "My car drinks

mud" from the fourth line, even with the confiimatiOn of the first, The general
. .

extractions, it NV 1 be seen, differ from projections in that they produce
hew template -like' entities, rather than, as her replacing formulas inside
existing templates.

2
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rule for action' pmjectidhs then. is.: SEEK A PSUDO-TEXT, TQR AGENT OR

OBJECT, WITH A TEMPLATE MATCHING ON AGENT AND OBJECT NODES.

PROJECT THIS ,GENERALLy. IF TIIERINIS Also) PSEUDO-TEXT TEMPLATE

a MATCH TO THE AiTION ITSELF, FOR AilOrtiER TEM-PLATE IN THE SAME
s

PSEUDO-TEXT.

0

4,

We may note in passing three interesting developments of the above\kuggestion.,

*st consider the more complex etample presented bfa recent heOline: (8)

Britain tries to escape Cornn>s Market.

.
.:1

. Clearly, sonic proje6tion'would be appropriate here, of humanness onto the

'country, and perhaps even "prisonlikencss" onto the formula for the Common

Market, These ;night b'e drawn from the formula 5or "escape" alone, by extraction

-_/-
and' without recourse 'to the pseudo-texts for either of the entities. Even if we

did consult those entities, we would find a historical account of Britain joining, '

but not of leaving. In such circumstances mere facts are not enough, even when

highly structured. We might conceivably be able to project some notion

disasseciatej onto ;escape j ; from the "Britain pseudo-text", given some

new matching criterion that placed relevance above negation in such cases

(i. e. would match ( escape] with ( aseaciatel or ( join] . )

Secondly,' we might consider the problems presented by an example like:

(9) ,what you mean.

Here the last claloe breaks the preference expressed in I see for a physical

object' A system procedure will present the actual object of (9) to the top-level

23
t
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template simply as the tive SIGN (the primitive for symbols and intensional

rekesentations of them) which has been obtained, by extraction, from the preferred

object in I mean] . Thus the system is effectively dealing with the template sequence

I I see (SIGN)1( you mean (SIGN) ) .

fr-
for somethihg-as general as SIGN,

onto I see ] . If we take advantage

But what could we expect as a pseudo -text

so as to use the above prqcedures lo project

of the hierarchical natthe of the thesaurus,

we might expect pseudo-texts at the very.top level, associated with the Section naves

- pure primitives like SIGN -, just as specific pseudo-texts are associated with

the lowest level items in the thesaurus - row members like "car". The pseudo-

text for a pri itive like SIGN would be wholly "core structural": it would consist

of ho more than primitive concatenations, in template folrm, like MAN THINK
, ...

SIGN*, the most general thing that can be said aboiit what is normally done to
. (

signs. However, even something as general as this might suffice to project

THINK cor; ectly onto I see 1 . The interesting generality would come from using

exactly the same projection procedures on the most general pseudo-texts like
,

this, as on the most specific, like (7).

Thirdly, and this treated at length in Wilks (1977), we can consider a quite

different llype of projection for phrases like:

J
(10) a tok lion

This comes from a much discussed class of examples ('plastic flower", "stone

horse" etc. ), where an obvious projection mechanism is to replace the head of

the formula for the noin (BEAST in't( lion I in (10) ) by the preferred object of

predication in the qualifier - here *PHYSOB irr I toy] .- This- would be a very

those familiar with the system of Wilks (1968, .1965a etc. ) will remomber
that these are the "bare template" structures actually used to obtain the
initial template match. The suggestion here is that the "knowledge-asfieet"1
of riighly-genoral structures is to be found as the pseudo-texts of primitives
- as the latter function right at the top of the conceptual hierarchy imposed
by the thesaurus. 24
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,
,limited and general class 'of projeepons, not requiring access to PTs, > ut which

. . .

might still provide a "projected formula" appropriate for examples like:
.

(11) The cat walked round the toy lion.
s .

Then he came baekand sniffed it.

where we might be helped to refer "he" and "it" correctly by the neW, projected,

formula I lion I whose head was no longer BEAST, and which-could therefore
. .

no longer be the reference of "he" as a real lion Vvouldthe.

..)

\ .

A more radical and interesting development would be the construction of

u

,:_

example,"PT repacking functions" specific to certain qualifiers. Thus, , for
. r -:*g

, ,

such a function fdr "toy", if faced with the phrase "toy car" might repack (7)

using a gcnera,1 rule to delete all constituent templates based on the action 114,

as well as all those that are at
.4,
cnd of a GGOAL tt, since toy cars cannot, normally,

serve human needs, 4ses and`purposes.
la

. 4

1

,

I
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Postscript . .

. ,

The above' suggestions are, as should be clear, only in,the pre - program
..t.

h.

stage, but they will be implemented.

What I have tried to suggest lusthis paper is that AI language programs

do bear upon the traditional difficulties of MT, -and often do' o mon, directly

than conventional linguistic theories, with their preoccupation with well-

forrnedness, and with delimiting the class of all utterances of a language.

An

I have given the impression perhaps that all AI program t are concerned

with what could be called stratospheric considerations: the solution of the most

general problems of language and understanding. That would be unfair: there

is a milker of more task-oriented projects under-construction, attempting
, -

to limit vocabulary and world knowledge to very limited domains, such as

plumbing repair, say, so as to produce concrete resits while at the same

time appealing to very general philosophical principles (see Levin & Moore,

1976).

15,

What all the AI projects, of whatever level, }rave in common is an,

appeal to very general knowledge and principles, coupled to the claim that

MT work must rake account of these if it is ever to achieve any generality

and reliability. The reply to this claim, from experience with projects like

SySTRAN, is that the examples that make AI these points are artificial

and/or rare, and they can be ignored for practical purposes. This is clearly

an empincal dispute and open to test, which is what makes the present,

situation interesting as I remarkettat the beginning.

2C
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11.

'2 .

That much does depend on one's choice of examples can be seen by,

returning to iliose of the beginning: Bar-1411'S "slow neutfbns and protons"

should be amenable to treatment by an expert "atomic physics frame", one

no more opento the charge of "ad hotness" than is human's knowledge
4

of physics .itself. But with the old favourite "Time flies like an arrow",

things are not so clear. In terms of what,I called preferences, it may

well be that the desired reading (where time does the flying) satisfies no

more semantic preferences tha. say,the reading VI)pre the flies like

certain objects. Moreover, it is hard to imagine that any topic determining

frame could help here---one would hardly expect this slogan in any frame

akout time; except as an arbitrary Addition. Nothing that has come from

recent "speech act" theorists in linguistics and philostphy seems likely

to help either. Pe'rllr',ps, the only explahation of our competence with this

sentence is that we read it offa list of cliches for which we have the assigned

1...

readings:, a.sad conclusion for all theoretically-motivated work, and. all
r

awful fate for a long cherished example, 7

ti 0
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